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Two Strategies of Intrusion 
Detection (ID)

• Before an Attack
– Anticipate general 

threat
– Take measures to 

harden the system
– Eliminate 

vulnerabilities

• During an Attack
– Focus upon a specific 

threat
– Profile the attacker
– Predict the attacker’s 

behavior
– Identify Likely 

Compromised Devices 
(LCDs)



General Methods of Intrusion 
Detection

• Packet-Flow Monitoring
– Intrusions are preceded by noise or indications

• Checking doors and windows
• TCP-RESETS, destination/port unreachable packets
• Pattern due to intrusion is different from mistakes

• Server or Host Scan—large number of services or 
hosts being scanned in short period of time.

• SNMP requests—designed for Internet 
management, also a target of hackers.



General Methods of ID (Cont.)

• Statistical Approach—profiles users and 
alerts to anomalies in their behavior.

• Keystroke Monitoring—pattern match for 
specific keystrokes that indicate an attack.

• Misuse ID—flags patterns of input events.
• Model-Based ID—based upon a database of 

behaviors sequencing an attack.



Intrusion Detection of a Specific 
Attacker

• Profile matching
– Temporal
– File traces
– Sequence of activity
– Devices used
– Method of operation



Active Attack Procedures

1) “Remove the attacker’s active processes
2) Assess and repair damage from the attack
3) Determine the compromised vulnerability
4) Use risk analysis to choose appropriate 

countermeasures
5) Remove the compromised vulnerability by 

repairing or improving the system.”



The Objective

• Attack Repair—restore altered devices
• Attack Neutralization—fix vulnerabilities
• Attack Containment—limit active attack, 

e.g., by blocking all FTP sessions
• (ARNC)



Likely-Compromised Devices 
(LCD’s)

• Identify LCD’s and degree of likelihood
• Prioritize

– Vulnerability to attack (known weaknesses)
– Value to attacker (financial database)

• Attributes
– Device 
– Reason for suspecting compromise



Profile of the Attacker

• Economic attributes
– Valuation of network assets
– Costs for exploiting them
– Resources he possesses



Components of ID Technique

• Evidence-Collection
– Attacker-Profiling
– Economic-attribute appraisal
– Vulnerable-device detection

• LCD-prediction



Attacker-Profiling

• Generic profile—constructed for typical 
groups of attackers

• Customized profile—describes a particular 
attacker

• Profile-template—inherits attributes of 
generic profile



Profile Attributes

• History—what the attacker has done
– Known attacks—successful and unsuccessful
– Attacker’s activity—authorized and not
– Known compromised devices (CDs)
– Suspected compromised devices
– Record of ARNC work—relationship between 

attacker and defender.  Efforts to foil.



Profile Attributes (Cont.)

• Abilities—what the attacker can do.
– Computer skill
– Attack skill
– Tenacity—persistence in carrying out attack.
– Discipline—organizational skill and 

thoroughness.



Profile Attributes (Cont)

• Method of Operation—what the attacker 
does
– Exploits used—buffer overflow
– Tools used—port scanner, vulnerability scanner
– Techniques for avoiding detection—erasing log 

files, delaying entry after port scan
– Attack technique
– Time spent on the network—time and length



Profile Attributes (Cont)

• Knowledge—what the attacker knows
– Network topology—systems information
– Network contents—data stored and processed
– Organization owning network
– Operations in which organization is engaged

• Misconceptions—lack knowledge of above
• Level of understanding



Profile Attributes (Cont)

• Motives—what the attacker wants
– Motive—cracker, vandal, thief
– Goals—specific object sought
– Plans—device as a means to another end
– Personal-assets—losses if caught
– Attack-assets—things attacker has acquired on 

the victim network



Profile Attributes (Cont)

• Identifying Traits—what identifies the 
attacker
– Peculiar work-habits
– Illogical behavior—overlooking the obvious
– Traces—file names, etc.



Profiling Multiple Attackers

• Groups membership
– Profile of each member
– Position in the group
– Accomplice or Advisor

• Group leader’s motives, goals, plans



Economic Attribute Appraisal

• Appraise each network device for its value 
to the attacker

• Appraise costs—skill-level required, time 
necessary, attacker’s likelihood of detection

• Appraise resources—time available, 
abilities, knowledge of network, shell 
accounts, accomplices



Vulnerable-Device Detection

• Vulnerability scanner—ISS Internet 
Scanner

• Determine system-software errors or 
configuration errors



Vulnerable Trust-Relationships

• “Crunchy on the outside, chewy on the 
inside”

• Devices which may have been attacked 
from the CD

• Devices from which the attacker accessed 
the CD



Exploitable Information

• Sniffable network connection
• Mail folders and text files may contain user-

ids and passwords
• If password is compromised, devices which 

use the same password will be 
compromised

• Exploit information that identifies network 
assets and vulnerabilities—topology map



Economic Principles to Identify 
LCD’s

1. Devices with known vulnerabilities
2. Devices that whose vulnerability exceeds 

the skill of the attacker have low LCD
3. Cost exceeds value indicates low LCD
4. Devices with high asset value or low cost 

are LCD’s
5. Attacker will seek max value and min cost



Profile Attributes

1. Exploits used before will be used again.
2. May favor particular OS
3. Past mannerisms will likely continue in 

the future.
4. Traffic logs can be used to determine the 

likelihood of past attacks.



Conclusion

• Prior to attack IDS operates in anticipation 
of general threat

• During attack IDS is of  particular intruder
• Profile of intruder reveals personal traits
• Economic principles predict behavior based 

upon appraisal of assets, costs, resources
• LCD’s are identified from economic 

principles and attacker profile



Critique

• Common sense guidelines
• No novel insights
• What means are available for dealing with 

various groups of attackers.
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